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World Patent Marketing Invention Team Introduces the YT60 Replacement
Seat, an ATV Part Invention that Will Help Restore Old Vehicles

World Patent Marketing Reviews An ATV Part Invention. Will The YT60 Replacement Seat
Foam Be the Next World Patent Marketing Low Cost Success Story?

Miami, FL (PRWEB) July 28, 2016 -- World Patent Marketing, a vertically integrated manufacturer and
engineer of patented products, announces the YT60 Replacement Seat Foam, an ATV part invention meant to
make riding YT60s more comfortable.

“The ATV industry is worth $6 billion,” says Scott Cooper, CEO and Creative Director of World Patent
Marketing. "This is a relatively small but growing market that could see a boom in the next few years."

“The YT60 is a type of small ATV that is coming back into fashion,” says Jerry Shapiro, Director of
Manufacturing and World Patent Marketing. “However, most of the vehicles of this type are relatively old and
have started falling apart. This new invention will help restore them to their glory days.”

The YT60 Replacement Seat Foam is an ATV part invention that will replace old YT60 seats. These bikes are
starting to become more and more popular but they’re also fairly old. At this point, most of them need new
seats. The old seat gets brittle over time and falls apart. This Replacement Foam Seat is a more comfortable and
new version of the old seat that won’t fall apart. It is also significantly more durable and greatly improves on
the original. Companies no longer make this vehicle or parts for it so this invention is very helpful for any
YT60 owners that can’t find replacement seats. This new patent will recreate a market that was previously
unavailable.

“I've always enjoyed racing those little three wheelers in the winter time during ice races,” says inventor Rob
V. “They're rare little bikes with lots of potential, but now with those new seat foams, the racing will be even
more enjoyable because of the renewed comfort. It is becoming more and more popular for these bikes to
reappear in special events. Getting parts back out there will give them another chance to sustain their existence
and give those young future riders that racing feeling again.”

The YT60 Replacement Seat Foam is an ATV part invention that will make riding on YT60s a more
comfortable experience.

Find out how to patent an invention with World Patent Marketing.

ABOUT WORLD PATENT MARKETING

World Patent Marketing is an innovation incubator and manufacturer of patented products for inventors and
entrepreneurs. The company is broken into eight operating divisions: Research, Patents, Prototyping,
Manufacturing, Retail, Web & Apps, Social Media and Capital Ventures.

As a leader in patent invention services, World Patent Marketing is by your side every step of the way, utilizing
our capital and experience to protect, prepare, and manufacture your new product idea and get it out to the
market. Get a patent with World Patent Marketing and the company will send representatives to trade shows
every month in order to further advocate for its clients. It is just part of the world patent marketing cost of doing
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business.

World Patent Marketing Reviews enjoy an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau and five star ratings from
consumer review sites including: Consumer Affairs, Google, Trustpilot, Customer Lobby, Reseller Ratings,
Yelp and My3Cents.

World Patent Marketing is also a proud member of the National Association of Manufacturers, Duns and
Bradstreet, the US Chamber of Commerce, the South Florida Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce, Association for Manufacturing Excellence, and the New York Inventor Exchange.

Like the World Patent Marketing Facebook page, and add us on Twitter and YouTube. You may also contact us
at (888) 926-8174.
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Contact Information
Bill Flanagan
World Patent Marketing
http://Bill Flanagan
+1 6465643919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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